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Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month, commencing at 7:45 PM, in
Blue 1.14 (Business Faculty Building) on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
Subscriptions are on a financial-year basis and are: Families/Institutional - $30; Singles - $25;
Concessions - $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.

The Carpentarian Grasswren is classed as Endangered in the Northern Territory. It was never common
even in its preferred habitat – sandstone areas with spinifex in the Gulf country – and in a recent survey (page 4)
was found at only one of eight NT sites from which it had previously been recorded.
This photo by Graeme Chapman was gifted to the Club many years ago as a large-format transparency and
appeared in black-and-white on the cover of issue no. 11 (1989) of the Northern Territory Naturalist.
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Club activities
October meeting. Wednesday Oct. 12, 7:45 PM. Blue 1.14 (Business Bldg.), CDU Casuarina.

Don Franklin
"A naturalist in Timor-Leste (East Timor)"
Timor-Leste is our close northern neighbour, yet how much do we know about its natural history and
ecology? For decades too insecure to attract many visitors, peace has finally arrived and visitors are
welcome. Conscious of this proximity and that Timor is a biogeographical stepping stone between Asia
and Australia, I set out to explore its landscapes, vegetation and birdlife.
Timor is a mountainous island with a
remarkable variety of beautiful
landscapes. Semi-arid and eucalypt
savannas in the north contrast with
monsoon and montane forests and
Casuarina woodlands. The birdlife is a
diverse and a sometimes curious mix of
Timorian and Wallacean endemics with
Asian and Australian species and lineages.
New species await discovery by the keen
naturalist: recent discoveries include a
new species of fish, a forest bird, a
bamboo and a Casuarina.
Don is a research ecologist with the Research Institute for the
Environment & Livelihoods at Charles Darwin University.

The rugged, forested limestone landscapes of the
Nino Konis Santana National Park in the far east of
Timor-Leste are rich in birds. Photo: Don Franklin.

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

October field trip. Sunday October 16, 8:30 AM, Humpty Doo Barramundi Farm.
The farm, located on the edge of the Adelaide River, annually grows and harvests over 400 tonnes of
Barramundi for the Australian culinary industry. This visit will be an opportunity to learn about the fish’s
biology and life cycle and also discover how these characteristics are taken advantage of in the farming
process. The farm places high value on adopting a low impact environmental footprint through its use
of a closed system recycling of water and nutrients in a managed wetland system. The surrounding
floodplains are also host to seasonally variable species of waterbirds and reptiles, and interesting
mangrove communities are also present on the site.
Your guide will be General Manager Dan Richards who also has a degree in Environmental Management.
Getting there: the farm is about 8 km past the Fogg Dam turn off, at the end of Anzac Parade. At the end of the
bitumen turn right and follow the power line all the way to the river. The road is suitable for all vehicles in all
weather. Allow about one hour to drive from Darwin. For further details, contact Tissa on 8921 8226.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

November 2011 meeting. Wednesday November 9. Shane Penny: Clams.

Top End Native Plant Society activities
October meeting. Thursday Oct. 20. Greg Leach: Eriocaulon.
October excursion. Saturday Oct. 22. East Point.
November excursion. Saturday Nov. 19. Blackmore River Conservation Reserve.
General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara Christian College, corner Amy
Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM). Visit
http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
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Club notices
Thank you: the previous issue was proof-read and printed by Fiona Douglas, and collated and mailed by Anne
Highfield and Fiona Douglas. It was printed using equipment kindly made available by Michael Gunner MLA at
his Fannie Bay electorate office.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Result of AGM elections All were elected unopposed so no voting was required. Tissa Ratnayeke was reelected as President, Peter Holbery has taken on the position of Secretary and John Rawsthorne the position of
Treasurer. Graham Brown, Tida Nou and Stuart Young were re-elected as Committee members. New faces to
the Committee are John Rawsthorne (as Treasurer), Jyoti Choudhary, Dane Trembath and Mark Grubert.
Thanks are due to those who have volunteered again, those who have volunteered for the first time, and those
who have served in the past. Outgoing Committee members are Fiona Douglas, Ian Hance and Annie Grattidge.
Fiona has been the Club’s Treasurer for about a decade, and Ian the Secretary for several years.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Don at
eucalypt@octa4.net.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8948 1293.
Deadline for the November newsletter: Friday October 21.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web-site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: at the medical clinic of Dr. Lyn Reid in the Rapid Creek Business Village. This can be
accessed directly between 9 AM and 2:30 PM Tuesday to Thursday, and 4–6 PM on Tuesday, or indirectly by
phoning Lyn at work on 8985 3250.
Journals: in the office of Don Franklin at CDU Casuarina (Red 1.2.34). These can be accessed directly during
working hours, or by ringing Don on 8946 6976 (w) or 8948 1293 (h).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal, the Northern Territory
Naturalist, is now finalising material for issue no. 23 and is calling for manuscripts for
issue no. 24. The journal publishes works concerning any aspect of the natural history
and ecology of the Northern Territory or adjacent northern Australia. and may include
Research Papers (Articles or Short Notes), Reviews, Species Profiles and Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer-reviewed journal (ISSN 01554093). Author instructions may be downloaded from our web-site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
michael.braby@nt.gov.au. Manuscript editors are Drs Michael Braby, Lynda Prior and
Chris Tracy. Louis Elliott is the production editor.
Originals are available of most back issues, some are available as photocopies only, and
several recent issues are out-of-print but individual papers are available as pdfs. The journal page of the Club’s
web-site has an order form for back issues. Free pdfs of papers from issue 18 (2005) onwards are available from
the authors or by contacting Don Franklin, email don.franklin@cdu.edu.au.
Magpie Geese and the Water Chestnut from Recent Literature, page 11
The huge annual aggregations of Magpie Geese at Mamukala and at least one other wetland in Kakadu National
Park occur because the species gathers to feed on the bulbs of the Water Chestnut (Eleocharis dulcis) (Traill &
Brook 2011). They are joined in the feast by Feral Pigs (Sus scrofa). The geese move on when the soil dries and
hardens and they can no longer get access to the bulbs – and not due to there being insufficient bulbs remaining.
Nevertheless, experimental exclosures demonstrated that the density of bulbs is reduced by geese alone (by 41%)
and even more severely by geese and pigs combined (by 68%).
Nature Territory, October 2011
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Bush birds

from Recent Literature, page 11

Surveys of rare birds
There are few records of the Carpentarian Grasswren in the Northern Territory, and very few recent records,
raising concern and prompting a survey. All records are from sandstone areas in the hinterland of the Gulf of
Carpentaria. Justin Perry et al. (2011) visited eight sites in the Northern Territory from which the species has
been recorded in the past. Each was surveyed at two sub-sites and for an average of 17.2 hours, during which
time an average of 21.2 km were walked and calls of the species played an average of 13 times – a thorough
survey using techniques that have worked well at a site over the border in Queensland. The species was found at
just one of the eight sites. The authors suggest that the species is in serious trouble in the Northern Territory due
to the “frequency of large, late dry-season fires”.
The western subspecies of the Purple-crowned Fairy-wren occurs along
river systems in the Kimberley, and the Victoria River in the Northern
Territory. Skroblin & Legge (2010) re-surveyed all known river systems
on which it has been reported and others in the Kimberley from which
it has not. They found it along rivers in six catchments: the Fitzroy,
Isdell, Durack, Pentecost, Drysdale and Victoria catchments. The
subspecies is believed to have disappeared from the Ord River and the
lower portion of the Fitzroy River, but was perhaps never present along
a number of other Kimberley rivers.
Confined to the banks of six rivers: the western subpsecies of the Purplecrowned Fairy-wren. This photo of a male was taken by Trevor Collins.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Do native birds spread melioidosis?
Domestic birds area including a pet Emu and imported Yellow-bibbed
Lorikeets have contracted and died of melioidosis in Darwin.
Melioidosis (“Nightcliff Gardeners Disease”) can be fatal in humans as
well. Hampton et al. (2011) took swabs from beaks, feet, cloacae and
faeces of 110 wild finches and doves in the Darwin area and cultured
them to determine whether the bacterium responsible for the disease,
Burkholderia pseudomallei, was present. They detected the bacterium in only one bird, a Peaceful Dove from “a
coastal nature reserve”. Genetic typing confirmed the strain to be the same as has been found in the Darwin
area. Their conclusion after also reviewing evidence of possible spread by birds elsewhere: “We believe the risk
for spread of B. pseudomallei by birds is low, but such
occurrence does provide a possible explanation for the
spread of meliodosis from Australia to offshore islands.”
Occasional carrier: the Peaceful Dove. Photo: Trevor Collins.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Controversy over rock art bird stencils
As discussed in Nature Territory Nov. 2010 (p6), stencil rock
art believed to represent a honeyeater, possibly a Singing
Honeyeater, along with more recent paintings that were
argued to be of the same species, were documented from
Arnhem Land in an issue of the journal Antiquity. Franklin &
Szabo (2011) argued that the stencil is of a larger
honeyeater, possibly a Helmeted Friarbird, and that the
painting is of an Orange-footed Scrubfowl
(http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/franklin327/). The original authors have responded and don’t agree (Taçon
et al. 2011, http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/tacon327/).
Your editor can’t claim to offer an independent critique of the arguments, so make up your own mind. The
original article is available only by subscription, but you can view an image of the stencil at
http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/tacon327/ (Fig. 2, left-hand image) and the painting at
http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/ant/084/ant0840416.htm.
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Mouse Spiders on the move
Ross Trevena
For some reason, our in-ground pool seems to attract the Northern Mouse Spider (Missulena pruinosa) – five in
one night is the record and we’ve been averaging 2 to 3 a night for a week or so (written 22 Sept. 2011).
I understand males (and Tissa and I confirmed they are all males) are on the move at this time of year seeking
females and you would expect to see the odd one cruising the yard, but I’ve never seen numbers like this. And
why suicide in the pool? I don’t see why so many could just randomly fall in – unless there are enormous
numbers marching around! Tissa initially wondered whether the parasitic Gordian Worm (which encourages its
arthropod hosts into water to complete its life cycle?) might be causing this behaviour? Following a scent trail?
Pool shimmer confuses them / interferes with navigation
system? We’ve noticed a few big (12–15 cm) centipedes on
the lawn (alive) and in the pool (dead) lately too – are they
chasing the spiders? Would be interested to hear other ideas.
It is spectacular seeing an array of spiders laid out on the pool
net. Even though they are smaller and less fearsome looking
than the females they still have impressive fangs and
chelicerae. As I recall, the male funnel web spider which is
also smaller than the female is actually more venomous, and
aggressive – does this also apply to the related mouse spider?
(Ed.: No, it doesn’t. See Nature Territory Oct. 2008, page 8.)
Ross’s collection of male Mouse Spiders.
Just goes to show how many arthropodal predators are about.
Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke.
Given that these (and presumably other species of) spider can survive
underwater for at least an hour (I’ve confirmed this previously) we are a bit careful with night swims at present!
Hot off the press: A Flutter of Butterflies
Braby M, Olsen P. 2011. A Flutter of Butterflies. National Library of Australia,
Canberra. 112 pages, quarto, soft cover, colour. $34.95 + P&P. Available
from the National Library Bookshop at http://bookshop.nla.gov.au/book/aflutter-of-butterflies.do.
The National Library of Australia has just released this beautifully-presented
book of illustrations of butterflies and moths held by the National Library. It
traces the development of butterfly art in Australia from late in the 18th to
late in the 20th century through the work of nine artists. “Included are some
of Australian most-loved artists, including Louisa Anne Meredith, Marian
Ellis Rowan and Charles McCubbin. Common to all is a deep appreciation of
Australian Lepidoptera and a meticulous approach to its depiction” (NLA
blurb). The accompanying text is written by NTFNC member Dr. Michael
Braby, along with natural history writer Dr. Penny Olsen.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Biosecurity links at NTFNC web-site
Following the August talk about biosecurity by Dr Andrew
Tomkins, our web-master and president Tissa Ratnayeke
has provided links on the links page of our website,
http://www.ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/, to the Australian
Biosecurity Intelligence Network, Cybertracker and PaDIL.
PaDIL stands for Pests and Diseases Image Library and is
the site where you can view high resolution images of
many insects and microscopic organisms. Other links on
the page have been added and updated.
Undersurface of Frangipani leaf, with Rust Fungus (Coleosporium sp.,
orange) with a hyperparastic fungus (white) growing over it, and a fly
larva which appears to be eating the rust spores. Microscopic photo
taken during our August excursion by José Liberato.
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Bird watching in Hawaii
Continued from the September newsletter
Text and photos by Magen Pettit
My first birding trip was on Kaua‘i, with a local birder who took me to the Alaka‘i Wilderness Preserve. It is a
montane wet forest (altitude 1,100 – 1,300 m) and the 5.6 km trail is often shrouded in mist. It is known as one of
the wettest spots on Earth, with more than 1,520 cm (600 in) of rain in some years!
Out of the eight endemic birds I wanted to see, two critically endangered species,
‘Akikiki (a honeycreeper that behaves like a sittella) and Puaiohi (a small thrush)
were in the higher elevated forests I couldn’t get to. Out of the six remaining
endemics, I ended up seeing five species: Kaua‘i ‘Elepaio (a monarch flycatcher),
and four Hawaiian honeycreepers – Kaua‘i ‘Amakihi, ‘Anianiau, ‘Apapane and ‘I‘iwi.
I dipped on ‘Akeke‘e (yet another honeycreeper) (dip is a twitcher’s terminology
meaning ‘missed out on seeing’), although I was warned beforehand that this was
the most difficult species to find. Critically endangered, it is at high risk of being
next in the long line of Hawaiian endemics lost forever.
‘Apapane, a honeycreeper.
Next stop was Waimea Canyon,
which is the largest canyon in the Pacific. The canyon
measures 16 km long, nearly 2 km wide and more than 1,100
m deep. Although it is much smaller than the Grand Canyon of
Arizona, it has been stated that Waimea Canyon rivals its
beauty. Whilst I was admiring the scenery I sighted a Pueo or
Short-eared Owl soaring in the valley. Unlike most owls, Pueo
are active during the day. I also visited Waimea Sand Ponds
where I had a hostile welcome, being swooped by a Hawaiian
Stilt (not surprisingly, I discovered there were young chicks
nearby), and had my first sighting of Hawaii’s official state bird,
the Nēnē or Hawaiian Goose.
The next day, I had organised another tour with a local birder,
Above: Red-footed Booby
but this time focussing on shorebirds. I travelled to the north
Below – Nēnē, the Hawaiian Goose.
shore of Kaua‘i to Ha’ena State Park, where I saw my first
Red-footed Booby as well as Spinner Dolphins and
Hawaiian Green Sea Turtles.
The Hanalei National Wildlife Refuge was my next
destination. Part of the area is used for Taro plantations
and is rich in native water birds including the Hawaiian
Coot, Hawaiian Duck and Hawaiian Stilt. Here I managed
to get nice photos of a Black-crowned Night-Heron and
Nēnē (and the Hawaiian Stilts were friendlier).
In Princeville, an aptly named very posh new housing
estate, I came within metres of a Laysan Albatross chick.
Known as Moli in Hawaiian, Laysan Albatross are
monogamous and they rendezvous each year with their
partner at the same location and establish a new nest within a
couple of metres of the original nest site. Once fledged, the
albatross remains at sea for three to five years before returning
to the island where it was born. A number of these birds return
annually to nest in the gardens of houses in this estate. There is
no human interference with the nesting and rearing of chicks,
and the local residents are quite attached to the birds, even
naming them. I was told one funny story of a family putting up
an umbrella over the young chick in their garden, named Robert
(after American poet, Robert Frost) during a storm to protect
him against the heavy rain!
Chick of the Laysan Albatross.
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I then visited Kilauea Point National Wildlife Refuge. The refuge
is home to some of the largest populations of nesting seabirds in
the main Hawaiian Islands. It was an unbelievable experience to
have Laysan Albatross, Great Frigatebirds, Wedge-tailed
Shearwaters, Red-footed Boobies, Red-tailed Tropicbirds and
White-tailed Tropicbirds fly over at me at close range. I was also
fortunate to see the highly endangered Hawaiian Monk Seal.
My total count for Kaua‘i was 41 bird species, if I count the
Japanese Bush Warbler that I heard but didn’t see.
My next personalised bird tour was in O‘ahu. There are only
three endemic forest birds on the island and I needed to see
two (having already ticked ‘Apapane in Kaua‘i). The best place to
see the rare and endangered O‘ahu ‘Elepaio (a monarch
flycatcher) is on the Kuli‘ou‘ou Valley Trail on the outskirts of
Honolulu. This species was the harder one to see, and it
Adult Laysan Albatross.
definitely made me work for it, hiking for about an hour uphill
along a forest trail! I also saw the attractive introduced Red-billed Leiothrix and White-rumped Shama.
The second native bird was O‘ahu ‘Amakihi and it was easily spotted at Pu‘u Ohia or Mount Tantalus. The view
from the summit is one of the finest, taking in famous destinations such as Diamond Head, Pearl Harbor, Ko‘olau
Range and Nu‘uanu Pali.
Then it was onto the shorebirds. Pacific Golden Plover & Wandering Tattler was spotted at Paiko Lagoon Wildlife
Sanctuary. I was lucky to see a lone Plover as many of them had already migrated north a few weeks earlier.
Sightings at Makapu‘u Beach Park included Great Frigatebird, Brown Booby, Masked Booby, Red-footed Booby,
Red-tailed Tropicbird, Sooty Tern and Black Noddy. I was also lucky to see a single Bristle-thigh Curlew at Kahuku
Golf Course, although a scope was needed. A few Bristle-thigh Curlews spend the summer in this location but
most had already left for their breeding grounds in Alaska.
Introduced species such as
Rose-ringed Parakeet,
Japanese White-eye, Redcrested Cardinal, Saffron
Finch, Yellow-fronted
Canary, Common Waxbill,
Chestnut Mannikin, Nutmeg
Mannikin and Java Sparrow
were sighted in a local park
in Honolulu, all of which I
had never seen before. The only other introduced bird I wanted on my
list that I failed seeing was the Red Avadavat (can you double dip in
twitching?).
Beautiful, but not native to
Hawaii:
top left – Common Waxbill;
top right - Java Sparrow;
bottom left – Saffron Finch;
bottom right – Red-billed
Leiothrix.

The bonus bird for my
O‘ahu list was the
introduced African
Silverbill, which flew in
to feed on some grass seeds at Kalwi Scenic Shoreline. My guide mentioned he hadn’t seen them at this location
for a few years. Birding in O‘ahu was basically a 9 hour twitchathon! I was extremely happy I managed to see 40
species for the day.
to be continued
Nature Territory, October 2011
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Brazil – not the Amazon
Report on the talk by Steve Reynolds at the September meeting
Anke Frank
th
Stephen took us on a visual journey to the southern part of the 5 largest country in the world: Brazil. It is only
slightly larger than Australia, but has a population of 200 million people. During his talk we admired magnificent
landscapes of mountains where visitors find excellent bird watching opportunities, bromeliads home to frogs,
gorgeous little cascades, and some bizarre looking plants
(Vellozia, Paepalanthus). Brazil seems to buzz with hummingbirds
and it seemed to be an impossible task for Stephen to give us a
realistic insight into how species-diverse this country is (he did a
good job trying). Lots of things looked familiar and were still
different at the same time, like “silent forests” of Eucalyptus
plantations that resembled our Pinus radiata stands, extensive
cattle pastures, iron ore mines with chipped-away mountains,
Jacanas with wattles, Black Kites replaced by Black Vultures,
Rheas called “Ema” and Jabirus “Tuiuiui” (no spelling mistakes!).
In Rio we took a James Bond view down the “Sugarloaf”, the
probably most famous granite formation in the world, that is
Strange plant: Paepalanthus.
usually known for its Jesus statue. But if you are keen to go for a
Photo: Steve Reynolds.
walk, you can wander through rainforest patches and meet
Opossums (Didelphis aurita), “feral” Marmosettes (natural only in the north
east of Brazil) which were released pets and Wall Lizards (Tropidurus
torquatus), and if you took your binoculars also the Frigatebirds soaring off
the coast.
Some frogging adventure at the most eastern part of the Americas revealed
an insight into the diverse amphibian fauna including a cute, pointy snouted
burrowing microhylid probably of the genus Cheismocleis. While the waters
of Lagoa Pumbelha were too toxic to touch it still provided great
opportunities for bird watching and observing Capibaras. In contrast, the
cold limestone waters in and around the caves of Mata Grosso Do Sul were
so clear and rich in fish species that were worth exploring in a wet suit and
snorkelling gear.
The trip ended with a visit of the biggest crocodile population of the world,
Caiman crocodyllus in the extensive swamp lands of the Pantanal. It
currently counts about 1 million despite their tails being a local delicacy.
Considering the stories we heard about the bridges that needed to
be crossed to get there, we could be glad that Stephen made it there
and back to share his Brazilian adventures with us. Thanks Stephen!
Above left: Common Marmoset (note young one against tree trunk).
Left: Capybara, a giant, semi-aquatic rodent. Below left: Caiman (minus tail
tip). Right: not a Cane Toad – Bufo (Chaunus) rubescens.
All photos by
Steve Reynolds.
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Tabletop bird watching
Club camp-out, Litchfield National Park, 16-18 September
Bird highlights:
• Partridge Pigeon: near camp (camp was c. 1.5 km from Buley Rockholes)
• Eastern Koel: first for season, heard along stream below the camp site
• Cicadabirds: calling along a number of tabletop streams
• Rainbow Pitta: Greenant Creek.
Bird list (collated by John Rawsthorne, 68 species):
Emu (incidental), Whistling-Duck sp. (flying over at night), Australasian Grebe, Emerald Dove, Common Bronzewing, Partridge
Pigeon, Peaceful Dove, Bar-shouldered Dove, Rose-crowned Fruit-Dove, Pied Imperial-Pigeon, Australasian Darter, Little Pied
Cormorant, Eastern Great Egret, Cattle Egret, Little Egret, Australian White Ibis, Whistling Kite, Brown Goshawk, Wedge-tailed
Eagle, Brown Falcon, Bush Stone-curlew, Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo, Galah, Little Corella, Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, Rainbow
Lorikeet, Varied Lorikeet, Red-winged Parrot, Northern Rosella, Pheasant Coucal, Eastern Koel, Brush Cuckoo, Southern
Boobook, Blue-winged Kookaburra Forest Kingfisher, Sacred Kingfisher, Rainbow Bee-eater, Dollarbird, Rainbow Pitta, Great
Bowerbird, Striated Pardalote, White-gaped Honeyeater, Bar-breasted Honeyeater, Rufous-banded Honeyeater, Dusky
Honeyeater, Brown Honeyeater, White-throated Honeyeater, Blue-faced Honeyeater, Silver-crowned Friarbird, Black-faced
Cuckoo-shrike, White-bellied Cuckoo-shrike, Cicadabird, Varied Triller, Rufous Whistler, Little Shrike-thrush, Grey Shrikethrush, Yellow Oriole, Olive-backed Oriole, Grey Butcherbird, Spangled Drongo, Northern Fantail, Willie Wagtail, Torresian
Crow, Leaden Flycatcher, Shining Flycatcher, Magpie-lark, Lemon-bellied Flycatcher, Mistletoebird.

Many thanks are due to Sean Webster and his staff for inviting us and setting us up with a great campsite with
facilities, and to John Rawsthorne for coordinating it from the Club’s end.

Above: the Greenant
Creek bird watching
team: from left –
Amanda, Jyoti, Magen,
Don and Mark. Photo:
Amanda Lilleyman.

Above: Paul with Brown Tree-snake
(Boiga irregularis)
(photo – Magen Pettit).
Far left: Eastern Great Egret at Tabletop
Swamp (photo – Don Franklin).
Left: food for the Great Bowerbird, the Rock
Fig (Ficus brachypoda) close to camp (photo
– Don Franklin).
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Interesting bird sightings
27 August to 23 September 2011
Compiled by Ian Hance
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been mostly compiled from the e-mail digest of the
NT birder website (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie.
Species

Date Location

Observer/s

Seabirds
Wilson's Storm-Petrel
27/8 Peron Island
Lesser Frigatebird
20/9 Nightcliff
Waders
Beach Stone-curlew
5/9 Nightcliff
Little Ringed Plover
7/8 Leanyer Sewage Ponds
Oriental Plover
5/9 Nightcliff
~
20/9 Lambells Lagoon
Little Curlew
22/9 Rapid Creek
Curlew Sandpiper
28/8 Lee Point
Broad-billed Sandpiper
30/8 Lee Point
Waterbirds
Black Bittern
c. 20/9 Gubara walk, Kakadu
Great-billed Heron
3/9 Knotts Crossing, Katherine
~
4/9 Mardugal walk, Kakadu
Purple Swamphen
8/9 Holmes Jungle Swamp
Buff-banded Rail
8/9 Holmes Jungle Swamp
White-browed Crake
3/9 Yellow Waters
~
3/9 Holmes Jungle Swamp
~
19/9 Harrison Dam
White-winged Black Tern 14/9 Leanyer Sewage Ponds
Birds of prey
Black-breasted Buzzard
12/9 Jabiru
~
19/9 Harrison Dam
Pacific Baza
4/9 Holmes Jungle
Spotted Harrier
19/9 Harrison Dam
Red Goshawk
c. 24/8 Stuart H'way north of Mataranka
Wedge-tailed Eagle
12/9 Between Mary River & Corroborree
Rufous Owl
5/9 Holmes Jungle
Other non-passerines
Emu
6/9 Kakadu Nat. Park Boundary
~
18/9 Jabiru
Flock Bronzewing
2/9 Holmes Jungle Swamp
Chestnut-quilled Rock-Pigeon 13/9 On road 10 km from Ubirr
Banded Fruit-Dove
c20/9 Gubara walk, Kakadu
Australian Bustard
12/9 South Alligator floodplain
Eastern Koel
17/9 Tabletop Range, Litchfield NP
~
21/9 Tiwi
Channel-billed Cuckoo
3/9 Yellow Waters
Little Kingfisher
3/9 Mardugal walk
Passerines
Singing Honeyeater
4/9 Nightcliff Rocks
Mangrove Golden Whistler 21/9 Leanyer Sewage Ponds
Mangrove Robin
21/9 Leanyer Sewage Ponds
Barn Swallow
22/9 corner Stuart Hwy & Thorak Road
Gouldian Finch
27/8 Bird Billabong

Paul Burgess
Bas Hensen

Nos./comments
1
1; & other sightings

Bas Hensen
1
Bas Hensen & Amanda Lilleyman 2; & other sightings
Bas Hensen
1
Dion Webb
12
Bas Hensen
30-40; slight uncertainty in ID
Bas Hensen
1; & other sightings
Bas Hensen
1
Don & Llane Hadden
Andrew Bell
Don Hadden & Marc Gardner
John Rawsthorne & Jon Clark
John Rawsthorne & Jon Clark
Don Hadden & Marc Gardner
Fiona Douglas Mike Jarvis Ian Hance
Fiona Douglas & Bas Hensen
Bas Hensen

1
1
1
2
6
1
2+
1
4+

Marc Gardner
Fiona Douglas Bas Hensen
Mike Jarvis
Fiona Douglas & Bas Hensen
Stu Warren & Collin Reid
Marc Gardner
Magen Petit

1
1
1
1
1 roadkill
3
1

Marc Gardner
1 roadkill
Marc Gardner
1
Bas Hensen
14; & other sightings up to 19 birds
Marc Gardner
1
Don & Llane Hadden
1
Marc Gardner
3
Don Franklin
1, first for season
Bas Hensen
1
Don Hadden & Marc Gardner
2
Don Hadden & Marc Gardner
4
Gavin & Meg O'Brien
Bas Hensen & Marc Thibault
Bas Hensen & Marc Thibault
Bas Hensen
Marc Gardner

1; & other sightings
2 or 3 males
1
1
100+

One of the rarer migratory waders now arriving
at Darwin beaches, the Oriental Plover is often
seen at Nightcliff Rocks but soon moves on to
inland grasslands. Photo: Trevor Collins.
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
Back listings and summaries may be viewed at http://www.cdu.edu.au/ser/profiles/ecologyintopend.htm.
BIRDS
Compiled by Don Franklin
Not technical
Cook A. 2011. Lake Woods – a desert oasis. The Bird Observer 868: 13.
Garnett S. 2011. Eulogy for a robin (and five other birds). Wingspan 21(1): 28-31. [Tiwi Hooded Robin, ?extinct]
Lau J. 2011. Finding Purple-crowned Fairy-wrens. The Bird Observer 869: 9-10.
Szabo J. 2011. Threatened birds of northern Australia. The Bird Observer 869: 6-8.

Nesting biology
Corbett L, Hertog T. 2011. Diet and breeding of White-bellied Sea-Eagles Haliaeetus leucogaster in subtropical river habitats in
the Northern Territory, Australia. Corella 35: 41-48.
Riddell W. 2011. Double-brooding by the Brown Goshawk Accipiter fasciatus in the Northern Territory. Australian Field
Ornithology 28: 92-93.
Rosenfeld EJ, Maurer G, Langmore NE. 2010. Breaking free: Gould’s Bronze-Cuckoo nestlings can forge a second exit to
fledge from domed host nests. Northern Territory Naturalist 22: 81-87.

Faunistics
Kyne PM, Jackson MV. 2010. An extralimital record of Grey-headed Honeyeater Lichenostomus keartlandi from Darwin,
Northern Territory. Northern Territory Naturalist 22: 75-78.
Perry J, Fisher A, Palmer C. 2011. Status and habitat of the Carpentarian Grasswren (Amytornis dorotheae) in the Northern
Territory. Emu 111: 155-161.
Reynolds SJ. 2010. Birdlife of Mickett Creek: factors influencing frequency of occurrence and detection. NT Naturalist 22: 45-59.
Skroblin A, Legge S. 2010. The distribution and status of the western subspecies of the Purple-crowned Fairy-wren (Malurus
coronatus coronatus). Emu 110: 339-347.

Miscellaneous
Franklin DC, Szabo JK. 2011. Bird stencils in Arnhem Land do not provide evidence of climate change: response to Taçon et
al. (2010). Antiquity Project Gallery http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/franklin327/.
Hampton V, Kaestli M, Mayo M, Choy JL, Harrington G, Richardson L, Benedict S, Noske R, Garnett ST, Godoy D, Spratt BG,
Currie BJ. 2011. Melioidosis in birds and Burkholderia pseudomallei dispersal, Australia. Emerging Infectious Diseases
17: 1310-1312.
Reside AE, VanDerWal JJ, Kutt AS, Perkins GC. 2010. Weather, not climate, defines distributions of vagile bird species. PLoS
One 5: e13569.
Taçon PSC, Langley M, May SK, Lamilami R, Brennan W, Wesley D. 2011. A bird in the hand: response to Franklin and
Szabo. Antiquity Project Gallery http://www.antiquity.ac.uk/projgall/tacon327/.
Traill LW, Bradshaw CJA, Delean S, Brook BW. 2010. Wetland conservation and sustainable use under global change: a
tropical Australian case study using magpie geese. Ecography 33: 818-825.
Traill LW, Brook BW. 2011. An aggregative response of the tropical Australian magpie goose (Anseranas semipalmata) to
seasonal floodplains. Journal of Tropical Ecology 27: 171-180.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Birds of prey Corbett & Hertog (2011) report on the diet and nesting of White-bellied Sea-eagles along the
Mary River and at Kapalga in Kakadu National Park from a study undertaken between 1980 and 1986 inclusive.
Overall, the major groups of dietary items were aquatic reptiles, fish and birds. The Northern Long-necked Turtle
featured very prominently in the diet at Kapalga, along with Magpie Geese, whilst on the Mary River major prey
were Arafura File Snakes, Catfish and Barramundi. “Most eggs were laid from May to August and most nestlings
were fledged from August to October.” Nests were an average of 0.9 km apart along the Mary River and 6.5 km
apart at Kapalga. Twenty eight percent of nestling deaths were from avian pox infection, whilst 44% of deaths
were not accounted for but likely included wildfire and
strong winds displacing young from the nest.
It is relatively rare for birds of prey to nest a second time
in the one season after a successful first nest, the notable
Australian exceptions being the Black-shouldered and
Letter-winged Kites. Riddell (2011) reported doublebrooding by a pair of Brown Goshawks at Bagot Oval in
Millner, the first such record for the species. In 2009 the
resident pair raised two broods of two young each, whilst
in 2010 they re-nested unsuccessfully after successfully
raising one brood of two.
Two broods in a year: Brown Goshawk at nest. Photo: Con Foley.
Nature Territory, October 2011
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